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AGENDA
• Mini example: from the INSPIRE Clinic, Stanford

Practice scenarios- see practicum handout

• Part 1: Engagement skills

– Conversation starters; strengths and interests

– Beginning stage of setting goals for recovery plan

• Part 2: Empathy for psychosis

– Practice exploring psychosis in a neutral, respectful 

curious way

– Practice reflecting content back in a validating way

• Using DIALOG- example and practice 



ROLES

• Provider

• Person experiencing psychosis 

• Time-Keeper (taking notes for feedback) 

• Person taking notes for feedback



FIDELITY

• How we know what we are doing is 
consistent with REP /CBT-p?

Not like CBT-p        A lot like CBT-
p

Strategies not
applied 
effectively

Strategies 
applied 
effectively
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Structure Task Observations

Socialize

Make it safe and comfortable to talk. Be 

kind and friendly and refrain from giving 

advice unless asked

Conversation starter

Area of interest identified or brought up

Target/Topic

Keep in mind the client’s recovery goals-

pick 1-2 targets 

You may talk about many things, but try 

to pick one thing to begin, to work on, 

and to conclude.

Explore client’s concern- LISTEN

Expand client’s understanding:  

Topic (specific)=

Explored topic with gentleness, curiosity

Reflected content so client felt heard

Action with compassion
Work on the task of the day or steps to 

address current concern; 

OR Steps to help client reach goal

Encourage client input Remember to 

collaborate and to share decision 

making

What was most distressing or interesting to client for 

action?

• Did client have choices?

• Were decisions shared?

• Was action important to client?

• Was relevant education or normalization shared?

• Connected interest to value to goal 

Review

Ask client for feedback:

What was helpful/not helpful today? 

What sticks with you the most today? 

Anything we missed?

What did client take away from meeting?

Take-home work

What would you like to work on 

between now and the next time we 

meet? 

What is one valued action to do before the next meeting?



SESSION 1: ENGAGEMENT

BUILDING ON STRENGTHS

• Breakout rooms of 3-4

– 15-minute role play

– 5-minute feedback

Conversation starters, interests, strengths, 

Begin to explore options for goal sheet

• Switch roles and do another 15-minute role play

• 5-minute feedback

• Return to main group for debriefing and sharing

Roles: 
• Provider
• Person experiencing psychosis 
• Time-Keeper (taking notes for 

feedback) 
• Person taking notes for 

feedback



MAIN GROUP FEEDBACK

• Learning points

– What did client really, really want to do?

• Favorite question or phrasing

• Ways to make this better…

• Round 2



SESSION 2: EXPLORING PSYCHOSIS

• Breakout rooms of 3-4

– 15-minute role play

– 5-minute feedback

Listen with open mind, reflect back what you

hear, empathize, explore with neutral questions

• Switch roles and do another 15-minute role play

• 5-minute feedback

• Return to main group for debriefing and sharing

Roles: 
• Provider
• Person experiencing psychosis 
• Time-Keeper (taking notes for 

feedback) 
• Person taking notes for 

feedback



REFER TO PRACTICUM GUIDE

What helped to build engagement? 
List examples

What hindered engagement?
List examples

Befriending or other positive 

engagement actions

Helpful questions; Helpful 

Reflections 

Lecturing

Leading; Confronting



MAIN GROUP FEEDBACK

• Learning points

• Surprised by…. 

• Favorite question or phrasing

• Ways to make this better…



DIALOG



USING DIALOG

• Introduce to the measure 

• Prompt items they would like help with

• Prioritize items for goal setting

• Prepare goals for the Recovery Enhancement plan 



DIALOG AND GOAL SETTING

Insert DIALOG item in top 
line

Call to mind values and
strengths you identified in 
initial sessions and initial 
obstacles

Formulate a long-term goal

Identify small steps 



FOR NEXT TIME

• Practice a specific skill

• Review normalizing information

• Review coping strategies for psychosis 
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